Hunting for necrosis in the shadows of intravascular ultrasound.
Coronary artery disease leads to failure of coronary circulation secondary to accumulation of atherosclerotic plaques. In adjunction to primary imaging of such vascular plaques using coronary angiography or alternatively magnetic resonance imaging, intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) is used predominantly for diagnosis and reporting of their vulnerability. In addition to plaque burden estimation, necrosis detection is an important aspect in reporting of IVUS. Since necrotic regions generally appear as hypoechic, with speckle appearance in these regions resembling true shadows or severe signal dropout regions, it contributes to variability in diagnosis. This dilemma in clinical assessment of necrosis imaged with IVUS is addressed in this work. In our approach, fidelity of the backscattered ultrasonic signal received by the imaging transducer is initially estimated. This is followed by identification of true necrosis using statistical physics of ultrasonic backscattering. A random forest machine learning framework is used for the purpose of learning the parameter space defining ultrasonic backscattering distributions related to necrotic regions and discriminating it from non-necrotic shadows. Evidence of hunting down true necrosis in shadows of intravascular ultrasound is presented with ex vivo experiments along with cross-validation using ground truth obtained from histology. Nevertheless, in some rare cases necrosis is marginally over-estimated, primarily on account of non-reliable statistics estimation. This limitation is due to sparse spatial sampling between neighboring scan-lines at location far from the transducer. We suggest considering the geometrical location of detected necrosis together with estimated signal confidence during clinical decision making in view of such limitation.